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Abstract. In this paper, we present and analyze the results of the application of 
a text summarization system – GistSumm – to the task of monolingual question 
answering at CLEF 2006 for Portuguese texts. We hypothesized that topic-
oriented summarization techniques could be able to produce more accurate an-
swers. However, our results showed that there is a big gap to be overcome for 
summarization to be directly applied to question-answering tasks. 
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1   Introduction 

We present and analyze in this paper the results of the application of a summarization 
system to the task of monolingual Question Answering (QA) at CLEF 2006 for Portu-
guese texts. We aimed at assessing the performance of the system in answering questions 
using its topic-oriented summarization method: each question was considered the topic 
around which the summary should be built, hopefully containing the appropriate answer. 
The idea is that summarization techniques may be able to produce more accurate answers, 
since the irrelevant information in texts is ignored. 

The system we used is GistSumm [3], a summarizer with very high precision in identi-
fying the main idea of texts, as indicated by its participation in DUC (Document Under-
standing Conference) 2003 evaluation. 

Two runs were submitted to CLEF. For one run, we submitted the summarization sys-
tem results without any post-processing step. For the other one, we applied a simple filter 
that we developed for finding in the produced summary a more factual answer. The per-
formance of both methods at CLEF was very poor, indicating that simple summarization 
techniques alone are not enough for question answering tasks. 

The summarization system we used and the filter we developed are briefly described in 
the next section. Our results at CLEF are reported in Section 3. 

2   The System 

GistSumm is an automatic summarizer based on an extractive method, called gist-based 
method. In order to make GistSumm to work, the following premises must hold: (a) every 
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text is built around a main idea, namely, its gist; (b) it is possible to identify in a text just 
one sentence that best expresses its main idea, namely, the gist sentence. Based on them, 
the following hypotheses underlie GistSumm methodology: (I) through simple statistics, 
the gist sentence or an approximation of it can be determined; (II) by means of the gist 
sentence, it is possible to build coherent extracts conveying the gist sentence itself and 
extra sentences from the source text that complement it. 

The original GistSumm comprises three main processes: text segmentation, sen-
tence ranking, and extract production. Text segmentation identifies the sentences in the 
text. Sentence ranking is based on the keywords method [2]: it scores each sentence of 
the source text by summing up the frequency of its words in the whole text. For pro-
ducing summaries (i.e., generic summaries), the gist sentence is chosen as the one with 
the highest score. Extract production focuses on selecting other sentences from the 
source text to be included in the extract, based on: (a) gist correlation and (b) relevance 
to the overall content of the source text. A new version of GistSumm [1] is able to treat 
and summarize structured texts, e.g., scientific texts, producing an overall extract com-
posed of smaller extracts of each text section. A characteristic of both systems is the 
possibility to produce summaries based on a specific topic suggested by the user. For 
this, the gist sentence is chosen as the one with the highest score in relation to the 
specified topic, with this correlation being measured by the cosine measure [4].  

For participating at CLEF, we submitted two runs. For the first run, we simply returned, 
for each question, the highest scored gist sentence found in the topic-oriented summariza-
tion mode, with the question being the topic. In this manner we were searching for possi-
ble answers on the text that had better correlation with the question. For running CLEF 
experiments, the gist sentence was chosen independently for each section of each text in 
CLEF database. The best gist sentence was then selected to be the answer.  

For the other run, we developed a filter for finding, for each question, a more restricted 
answer inside sentences previously indicated by GistSumm. These sentences were empiri-
cally set to be the 6 best scored ones in the topic-oriented summarization mode for the 
complete data collection, i.e., the 6 sentences in the whole text collection with the best 
correlations to the question. We forced the system to select sentences from different texts. 

For each question, the filter works as follows: 

• initially, it annotates the 6 selected sentences using a POS tagger; 
• then, it tries to determine the type of the question posted by CLEF by analyzing its first 

words: if the question starts with “who”, then the filter knows that a person must be 
found; if it starts with “where”, then a place must be found; if it starts with “when”, 
then a time period must be found; if it starts with “how many”, then a quantity must be 
found; for any other case, the filter aborts its operation and returns as answer the same 
answer that would be given in the first run, i.e., the highest scored gist sentence; 

• if the question type could be determined, then the filter performs a pattern matching 
process: if the question requires a date as answer, the filter will look for text spans in 
the 6 sentences that conforms, for example, to the pattern “month/day/year”; if a per-
son or a place is required, than the filter will search for proper nouns (indicated by the 
POS tagger); if a quantity is required, the filter will search for expressions formed by 
numbers followed by nouns; 
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• if it was possible to find at least one answer in the last step, the first answer found is 
returned; otherwise, the answer is set to NIL, which ideally would indicate that the text 
collection do not contain the answer to the question. 

The obtained results for both methods are reported in the next section. 

3   Results and Discussion 

We run our experiments on the Portuguese data collection for the following reasons:  
Portuguese is our native language and, thus, this enables us to better judge the results; 
Portuguese is one of the languages supported by GistSumm. CLEF Portuguese data col-
lection contains news texts from Brazilian newspaper Folha de São Paulo and Portuguese 
newspaper Público, from years 1994 and 1995. 

The QA track organizers made available 200 questions, which included the so called 
“factoid”, “definition”, and “list” questions. As defined by CLEF, factoid questions are 
fact-based questions, asking, for instance, for the name of a person or a location; definition 
questions are questions like "What/Who is X?”; list questions are questions that require a 
list of items as answers, for example, “Which European cities have hosted the Olympic 
Games?”. There were different amounts of each question type in QA track: 139 factoid 
questions, 47 definition questions, and 12 list questions. 

The main evaluation measure used by CLEF is accuracy. For this measure, human 
judges had to tell, for each question, if the answer was right, wrong, unsupported (i.e., 
the answer contains a correct information but the provided text do not support it, or 
the text do not originate from the data collection), inexact (the answer contains a cor-
rect information and the provided text support it, but the answer is incom-
plete/truncated or is longer than the minimum amount of information required), or 
unassessed (for the case that no judgment was provided for the answer). Some varia-
tions of the accuracy measure are the Confidence Weighted Score (CWS), the Mean 
Reciprocal Rank Score (MRRS) and the K1 measure. For the interested reader, we 
suggest to refer to CLEF evaluation guidelines for these measures definitions. Table 1 
and 2 show the results for the two submitted runs. 

One can see that the results for both runs are very poor. The results were slightly better 
for the second run, given the use of the filter, even though the 3 right answers for the non-
list questions originated from NIL answers. The performance of our system can be better 
visualized in the example (from CLEF data) in Figure 1. In this example, the system re-
turned the 6 best correlated sentences with the question. Although the cosine measure is 
efficient when we desire to identify sentences of a topic to compose a summary, we can 
 

Table 1. Results for the first run (without filtering the results) 

Accuracy CWS MRRS K1 
Questions 

Judgments 
Factoid and 
definition 

List 

Right 0 0 
Wrong 179 9 

Unsupported 7 0 
Inexact 2 3 

Unassessed 0 0 

0 0 -0.6445 
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Table 2. Results for the second run (filtering the results) 

Accuracy CWS MRRS K1 
Questions 

Judgments 
Factoid and 
definition 

List 

Right 3 0 
Wrong 179 10 

Unsupported 4 0 
Inexact 2 2 

Unassessed 0 0 

0.0002 0.0160 -0.5134 

observe that it does not show to be good for question answering. In this example, we can 
also see that the filter was not applied because the question identifier (“What is the name”) 
wasn’t in its rules. 

Analyzing the performance of the system for the entire set of questions and answers 
submitted, we could identify some important points to be investigated in the future: 

• the sentence level analysis usually carried out by summarization systems are not suffi-
ciently fine-grained to appropriately answer questions; 

• although the cosine measure may be good for building topic-oriented summaries, it is 
not good for searching for answers, since it tends to select shorter sentences that have 
more common words with the question, ignoring longer sentences that may probably 
contain the answer; 

• although the answer could not be evidenced by the best scored sentence, an analysis of 
the other sentences showed that the answer could be found among the 100 better scored 
sentences, in general; 

• the filter we developed was too naive in trying to classify the questions in only 4 types 
(“who”, “where”, “when” and “how many”); many more variations were used in CLEF. 

After CLEF experiments, we believe that simple summarization techniques are not 
enough for question answering tasks, even if these systems are good in what they do. 
We believe that much more work in this direction is needed. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of an answer submitted to CLEF 

Question: Como se chama a primeira mulher a escalar o Evereste sem máscara de 
oxigênio? (in English, What is the name of the first woman to climb Everest without oxi-
gen mask?) 

First selected answers and their cosine measure (in relation to the question): 

Cosine Answer 
0.500000 Ou: Uma mulher como eu (Or: A woman like me) 
0.500000 Como se chama? (What is her name?) 
0.500000 Como se chama? (What is her name?) 
0.472456 Em Maio deste ano, Hargreaves, de 33 anos, tinha se tornado a primeira 

mulher a escalar o Evereste, sozinha e sem a ajuda de oxigênio. (In May 
of this year, Hargreaves, 33 years, became the first woman to climb 
Everest, alone and without the oxygen aid.) 

Selected answer for 1st run: Ou: Uma mulher como eu (Or: A woman like me) 
Selected answer for 2nd run: Ou: Uma mulher como eu (Or: A woman like me) 
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